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Ladies and Gentlemen:  

Pursuant to 10 CFR 52.98(c) and in accordance with 10 CFR 50.90, Southern Nuclear 
Operating Company (SNC) requests an amendment to the combined licenses (COLs) for Vogtle 
Electric Generating Plant (VEGP) Units 3 and 4 (License Numbers NPF-91 and NPF-92, 
respectively).  The requested amendment proposes to depart from Tier 2 information in the 
Updated Final Safety Analysis Report (UFSAR) (which includes the plant-specific DCD Tier 2 
information) and involves related changes to plant-specific Tier 1 information, with 
corresponding changes to the associated COL Appendix C information.  Pursuant to the 
provisions of 10 CFR 52.63(b)(1), an exemption from elements of the design as certified in the 
10 CFR Part 52, Appendix D, design certification rule is also requested for the plant-specific 
DCD Tier 1 material departures. 

The requested amendment proposes to depart from Tier 2 information in UFSAR Subsection 
8.3.2.4 describing raceway and cable routing criteria and hazard protection, and involves related 
changes to plant-specific Tier 1 Table 3.3-6, inspections, tests, analyses, and acceptance 
criteria (ITAAC) information, with corresponding changes to the associated COL Appendix C 
information as identified during a presubmittal information discussion on September 14, 2017.   

Enclosure 1 provides the description, technical evaluation, regulatory evaluation (including the 
Significant Hazards Consideration Determination) and environmental considerations for the 
proposed changes.   

Enclosure 2 provides the background and supporting basis for the requested exemption. 

Enclosure 3 identifies the requested changes and provides markups depicting the requested 
changes to the VEGP Units 3 and 4 licensing basis documents. 
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This letter contains no regulatory commitments. This letter has been reviewed and determined 
not to contain security related information. 

SNC requests NRC staff approval of the license amendment by January 29, 2018, to support 
installation of cable routing equipment (such as raceways and conduit) . Delayed approval of 
this license amendment could result in a delay in installation of cable routing equipment (such 
as raceways and conduit) and subsequent dependent construction activities. SNC expects to 
implement this proposed amendment within 30 days of approval of the requested changes. 

In accordance with 10 CFR 50.91, SNC is notifying the State of Georgia by transmitting a copy 
of this letter and its enclosures to the designated State Official. 

Should you have any questions, please contact Amy Chamberlain at (205) 992-6361. 

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. Executed on the 61h of 
October 2017. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Director, Regulatory Affairs 
Southern Nuclear Operating Company 

Enclosures 1) Vogtle Electric Generating Plant (VEGP) Units 3 and 4 - Request for License 
Amendment Regarding Raceway and Cable Routing (LAR-17-036) 

2) Vogtle Electric Generating Plant (VEGP) Units 3 and 4 - Exemption Request: 
Raceway and Cable Routing (LAR-17 -036) 

3) Vogtle Electric Generating Plant (VEGP) Units 3 and 4 - Proposed Changes 
to Licensing Basis Documents (LAR-17-036) 
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Pursuant to 10 CFR 52.98(c) and in accordance with 10 CFR 50.90, Southern Nuclear 
Operating Company (SNC) hereby requests an amendment to Combined License (COL) Nos. 
NPF-91 and NPF-92 for Vogtle Electric Generating Plant (VEGP) Units 3 and 4, respectively.   

1. SUMMARY DESCRIPTION 

The requested amendment involves changes and clarifications to the minimum separation 
distance requirements discussed in IEEE 384-1981, UFSAR Subsection 8.3.2.4, and COL 
Appendix C Table 3.3-6 ITAAC Nos. 3.3.00.07d.i and 3.3.00.07d.ii (and the corresponding 
plant-specific Tier 1 information). 

 There are several clarifications needed to UFSAR Subsection 8.3.2.4 and COL 
Appendix C Table 3.3-6 to remove ambiguity about the applicability of the listed 
exceptions for a given raceway configuration. 

 Additional exceptions are taken to the minimum separation distance requirements in 
IEEE 384-1981, UFSAR Subsection 8.3.2.4, and COL Appendix C Table 3.3-6.   

This enclosure requests approval of the license amendment necessary to implement these 
changes and their involved UFSAR changes. 

Enclosure 2 requests the exemption necessary to implement the involved changes to the 
plant-specific Tier 1 information. 

 

2. DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

Raceway systems are designed and used in the AP1000 plant for supporting, protecting, and 
routing electrical and instrumentation circuits.  The raceways also play a role in the physical 
separation between circuits.  They are used within the AP1000 main AC and DC power systems 
and the various instrumentation and control (I&C) systems.  This includes safety-related and 
nonsafety-related systems, such as the Class 1E DC and uninterruptible power system (IDS), 
the Protection and Safety Monitoring System (PMS), and the Plant Control System (PLS). 

Raceways are required to be separated by a minimum distance to reduce the probability of an 
internal circuit failure (e.g., a short) or external hazard (e.g., missile, fires, pipe failure) from 
impacting multiple circuits.  As discussed in UFSAR Subsection 8.3.2.4.1, the routing of cable 
and the design of raceways prevents a single credible event from disabling redundant safety-
related plant functions.  As identified in UFSAR Sections 3.5 and 3.6, adequate separation is 
maintained between raceways that route safety-related cables so that an external hazard does 
not impact the plant’s ability to achieve safe shutdown conditions.   

Circuits are routed in either an open configuration or a closed configuration.  Closed 
configurations include enclosed trays, conduit, and transition boxes.  Open configurations 
include open raceways and free-air cables.  The required minimum separation distances 
between circuits vary depending on which configuration is used.  Generally, circuits can be 
routed closer together when closed configurations are used due to the protective barrier 
provided by the enclosure.   
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The minimum separation distance between circuits is also dependent upon the hazards within 
the area the circuits are routed and the energy level of the circuits.  There are three 
classifications of areas, as described below.  See IEEE 384-1981, "IEEE Standard Criteria for 
Independence of Class 1E Equipment and Circuits," for additional information.  

 Nonhazard area 

An area is designated as a nonhazard area if:  

o It does not contain high energy equipment such as switchgear, transformers, rotating 
equipment, or potential sources of missiles or pipe failure hazards, or fire hazards.  

o Circuits in the area are limited to control and instrument functions and those power 
supply circuit cables and equipment serving the equipment located within the area. 

o Power circuit cables in this area are installed in enclosed configurations. 

o Administrative control of operations and maintenance activities control and limit 
introduction of potential hazards into the area. 

 Limited Hazard Areas 

An area is designated as a limited hazard area if it does not meet the requirements of a 
nonhazard area and contains no external hazards.  Limited hazard areas contain higher 
energy circuits than those included in nonhazard areas.  However, hazards in these areas 
are limited to failures of faults internal to the electrical equipment or cables.  Potential 
external hazards such as missiles, exposure fires, and pipe failure are excluded.  

Generally, circuits can be routed closer together in nonhazard areas than in limited hazard 
areas due to the fact that lower energy cables do not as readily propagate faults to other 
nearby circuits.   

 Hazard Areas 

An area is designated as a hazard area if there are external hazards.  This includes 
missiles, exposure to fires, and high and moderate energy pipe failures. 

o Missile hazard areas contain a missile source having sufficient kinetic energy under 
design basis event conditions to damage redundant Class 1E circuits routed through the 
area.  

o Fire hazard areas contain liquids classified as flammable or combustible, solids 
exhibiting a high flame spreading classification, or coatings exhibiting a high flame 
spreading classification.  

o Pipe failure hazard areas contain piping normally operating at high or moderate 
energies.  

Internal faults are not considered when determining whether or not an area is a hazard area.  
Hazard area separation requirements protect against external hazards from impacting 
redundant safety-related circuits.   
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UFSAR Appendix 1A describes conformance with Regulatory Guide 1.75, Revision 2, and 
IEEE 384-1981.  These documents provide, in part, the minimum separation distance 
requirements between safety-related divisions, and between nonsafety-related cables and 
safety-related divisions.  Certain exceptions are taken to IEEE 384-1981 separation 
requirements as documented in UFSAR Appendix 1A and UFSAR Subsection 8.3.2.4.  The 
exceptions in UFSAR Subsection 8.3.2.4 are supported by an analysis based on tests as 
documented in “Cable Separation – What do Industry Testing Programs Show” (Reference 13 in 
UFSAR Subsection 8.3.4).  These exceptions to IEEE 384-1981 are included in the COL 
Appendix C Table 3.3-6 ITAAC Nos. 3.3.00.07d.i and 3.3.00.07d.ii and the corresponding plant-
specific Tier 1 information.  The changes are the same for the COL Appendix C and the 
corresponding plant-specific Tier 1 information. 

 

Licensing Basis Change Descriptions:  

The current list of IEEE 384-1981 exceptions in UFSAR Subsection 8.3.2.4 and the associated 
ITAAC are proposed to be revised. These changes are evaluated below. 

Change 1: Clarifications to UFSAR Subsection 8.3.2.4 and COL Appendix C Table 3.3-6 

There are several clarifications needed to UFSAR Subsection 8.3.2.4 and COL Appendix C 
Table 3.3-6 to remove ambiguity about the applicability of the listed exceptions for a given 
raceway configuration.   

1a.  In some instances it is not clear which exceptions apply to which plant areas (i.e., 
nonhazard area, limited hazard area, or hazard area) in UFSAR Subsection 8.3.2.4. 
Therefore, the IEEE 384 exceptions are reformatted to include a separate comprehensive 
exception statement for each area.  This includes adding a clarification to Table 3.3-6 
ITAAC No. 3.3.00.07d.i to refer to the main control room and remote shutdown room as 
nonhazard areas, consistent with the Tier 2 information in UFSAR Subsection 8.3.2.4 and 
the other electrical separation ITAAC (i.e., COL Appendix C Table 3.3-6 ITAAC Nos. 
3.3.00.07d.ii.a, 3.3.00.07d.ii.b, 3.3.00.07d.ii.c) which reference the hazard classification of 
the given area.  Specifically, the phrase “non-hazard area” is added in parentheses after 
referencing the main control room and remote shutdown room in the ITAAC.   

Reformatting the list of exceptions in UFSAR Subsection 8.3.2.4 is an administrative 
change.  Clarifying that the main control room and remote shutdown room are nonhazard 
areas in COL Appendix C Table 3.3-6 ITAAC No. 3.3.00.07d.i is a consistency change to 
make it align with UFSAR Subsection 8.3.2.4.  This activity does not represent a change of 
content to the information presented in the UFSAR.  

1b.  The applicability of the current list of exceptions in UFSAR Subsection 8.3.2.4 to a given 
voltage level of the circuit is ambiguous in some instances.  The list of exceptions is not 
applicable to anything greater than low voltage circuits, because the tests on which the 
exceptions are based were only performed using low voltage circuits and below.  
Therefore, a statement is added to UFSAR Subsection 8.3.2.4 to explicitly state that the 
given IEEE 384 exceptions are only applicable to low voltage circuits and below.  The 
associated ITAAC (i.e., COL Table 3.3-6 ITAAC Nos. 3.3.00.07d.i and 3.3.00.07d.ii) are 
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also revised to clarify, where needed, that the exception is applicable for low voltage 
cables and/or below only.  The tests on which the exceptions are based (Reference 13 in 
Subsection 8.3.4) were only performed using low voltage and below.  Therefore, this 
clarification is consistent with the referenced tests which justify the exceptions.  This 
clarification will avoid the human error trap of applying these exceptions to configurations 
involving circuits with greater than low voltage.  This is a clarification change to the 
exceptions taken to IEEE 384.   

1c.  A definition for “open configuration,” “closed configuration,” and “closed raceway” is added 
to UFSAR Subsection 8.3.2.4 to provide clarity for which exceptions can be used for a 
given configuration. "Enclosed raceway" and "enclosed configuration" refer to conduit, 
enclosed trays or transition boxes designed and used for supporting or enclosing wires, 
cables or busbars. “Open configuration" refers to free air cable and open cable trays.  The 
terms are used in UFSAR Subsection 8.3.2.4 in a way that is consistent with the minimum 
separation distance recommendations in Reference 13 in Subsection 8.3.4, and they do 
not contradict how IEEE 384-1981 uses these terms.   

1d. COL Appendix C Table 3.3-6 ITAAC No. 3.3.00.07d.i item 2) contains a horizontal 
separation distance for a configuration involving an enclosed raceway directly below an 
open raceway.  No horizontal distance applies in this case. Therefore, the reference to a 
horizontal distance is deleted.  The minimum required horizontal distance is already 
covered in items 1) and 3) of this ITAAC.  As such, this is considered an administrative 
detail in the ITAAC wording.  

Change 2: Additional Exceptions Based on Existing Testing and Analysis 

Reference 13 in Subsection 8.3.4 documents tests and analyses performed for additional 
configurations, with additional recommendations for lesser separation distances, in addition to 
the exceptions currently included in UFSAR Subsection 8.3.2.4 and the associated ITAAC.    
These additional exceptions reduce the amount of barriers needed between raceways and 
relieve unnecessary burden in circuit installation.  These exceptions are added to the list of 
exceptions to IEEE 384-1981 in UFSAR Subsection 8.3.2.4 and the associated ITAAC based on 
tests and analyses included in Reference 13 in Subsection 8.3.4.   

IEEE 384-1981 allows for lesser separation distances if the distances are based on analysis 
and testing.  The additional exceptions proposed are based on the testing and analysis 
documented in Reference 13 in Subsection 8.3.4, which is already referenced for the current list 
of exceptions. The NRC staff previously reviewed the descriptions of the ten tests documented 
in this report, including the ones applicable to the existing UFSAR exceptions, and concluded 
that they were acceptable as documented in NUREG-1793, Volume 1 (AP1000 DCD 
Revision 15) Section 8.3.2.2. 

The additional proposed separation exceptions to IEEE 384-1981 are listed in Table 1 below.  
Also included is the technical evaluation of the change. The changes to the IEEE 384 
exceptions in Table 1 (provided at the end of this Enclosure) are based on the tests and 
analyses documented in Reference 13 in Subsection 8.3.4 for the given configuration.   
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Change 3: Clarifications for Minimum Separation Distances in Hazard Areas  

There are two clarifications needed to the minimum separation distance requirements for 
hazards areas, as documented in UFSAR Subsection 8.3.2.4 and the associated ITAAC.  

COL Appendix C Table 3.3-6 ITAAC No. 3.3.00.07d.ii.a currently refers to inside containment as 
a limited hazard area.  However, containment is a hazard area because the components inside 
containment meet the definition of a hazard area, as defined by IEEE 384. UFSAR 
Subsection 8.3.2.4.3, which discusses hazard area protection using raceway separation, refers 
to UFSAR Section 3.5 and Section 3.6.  UFSAR Subsection 3.5.1.2.1.4 discusses the missile 
hazards and UFSAR Subsection 3.6.1 discusses piping hazards inside containment. Specific 
examples of external hazards inside containment include the high energy pipes in the reactor 
coolant system and potential missile sources of the containment air recirculation system fans. 
Therefore, the ITAAC is corrected to refer to containment as a hazard area, consistent with 
UFSAR Sections 3.5 and 3.6.  No changes are being proposed to containment to make it a 
hazard area.  Containment meets the definition of a hazard area because it contains the 
hazards described in IEEE 384-1981 for hazard areas.  See Change 4 for application of 
separation allowances in the hazard areas. 

In addition, Tier 2 information is revised to reflect the applicability of IEEE 384 exceptions in 
hazard areas consistent with the information provided in COL Appendix C (and plant-specific 
Tier 1).  UFSAR Subsection 8.3.2.4.3 requires the separation distances specified in IEEE 384 
for hazard areas between safety-related and nonsafety-related raceway systems, with no 
exceptions.  This is contrary to COL Appendix C (and plant-specific Tier 1), which allows for 
limited hazard area separation distances in hazard areas for specific configurations (where 
allowed by the hazard analyses in UFSAR Chapter 3 and Appendix 9A as discussed further 
below).  If there is a conflict between Tier 1 and Tier 2, then Tier 1 controls.  Consistent with 
COL Appendix C (and plant-specific Tier 1), UFSAR Subsection 8.3.2.4.2 and 
Subsection 8.3.2.4.3 are revised to explicitly apply limited hazard area separation distances to 
hazard areas unless otherwise specified by IEEE 384 for an external hazard. 

 Separation Between Safety-Related Groups and Nonsafety-Related Cables 

Hazard areas contain certain external hazards.  As identified in UFSAR Subsection 8.3.2.4.3, 
hazard area separation distances are given to prevent an external hazard from impacting 
redundant divisions.  Where redundant circuits, devices, or equipment (different separation 
groups) are exposed to the same external hazards, predetermined spatial separation is 
provided. This requirement is not necessary between safety-related and nonsafety-related 
circuits because they do not perform redundant safety-related functions to safely shutdown 
the plant.  

UFSAR Section 3.5 discusses missile protection.  As identified in UFSAR Section 3.5, a 
missile must not damage structures, systems, or components to the extent that could prevent 
achieving or maintaining safe shutdown of the plant or result in a significant release of 
radioactivity.  However, per UFSAR Section 3.5, safe shutdown is accomplished using only 
safety-related systems, although nonsafety-related systems not affected by the missile are 
available to support safe shutdown.  Therefore, applying this exception between safety-
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related divisions and nonsafety-related cables would not impact the ability to achieve safe 
shutdown.  

UFSAR Section 3.6 discusses protection against pipe ruptures.  As identified in UFSAR 
Section 3.6, in the event of a high- or moderate-energy pipe failure within the plant, adequate 
protection is provided so that essential structures, systems, or components are not impacted 
by the adverse effects of postulated piping failure.  Essential systems and components are 
those required to shut down the reactor and mitigate the consequences of the postulated 
piping failure.  Nonsafety-related systems are not required to be protected from the dynamic 
and environmental effects associated with the postulated rupture of piping except as 
described in UFSAR Subsection 3.6.1.1, item Q.  Therefore, applying this exception between 
safety-related divisions and nonsafety-related cables would not impact the ability to achieve 
safe shutdown.  

 Separation Between Safety-Related Groups 

A cable fault that propagates from one safety-related cable to another is prevented by 
adhering to the limited hazard area separation distances.  An area is considered to be a 
hazard area because it has certain hazards external to the cables such as missiles, medium 
or high energy pipes, or fires.  Therefore, a separation distance between safety-related 
groups in a hazard area that meets the limited hazard area distance adequately protects 
against cable faults from propagating to other nearby cables.  The external hazards within a 
hazard area (i.e., fire, medium and high energy pipes, and missiles) are evaluated in the 
hazard analyses in UFSAR Chapter 3 and Appendix 9A.  These analyses evaluate these 
hazards and cable separation to verify that the safety systems contain adequate redundancy 
to safely shutdown the plant.  No change to these analyses is proposed.  

In summary, requiring hazard area separation distances between non-Class 1E cables and 
Class 1E divisions would be overly restrictive.  Adequate safety-related redundancy is 
maintained and safe shutdown remains achievable if an external hazard concurrently impacted 
a safety-related and nonsafety-related circuit.  Applying the limited hazard area separation 
distance between non-Class 1E cables and Class 1E divisions is adequate to prevent an 
internal hazard in a nonsafety-related circuit from adversely impacting a safety-related circuit. 

It would also be overly restrictive to apply this requirement between safety-related divisions if 
not required by the hazard analyses in UFSAR Chapter 3 and UFSAR Appendix 9A.    Safety-
related redundancy is maintained per these analyses if a hazard only impacts a subset of the 
four safety-related divisions, but the other remaining divisions can safety shutdown the plant.   

This UFSAR change is consistent with COL Appendix C (and plant-specific Tier 1).  

Change 4: Applying Exceptions between Safety-Related Groups 

The paragraph introducing the IEEE 384-1981 exceptions in UFSAR Subsection 8.3.2.4.2 
restricts the applicability of the exceptions. As currently worded, the exceptions only apply 
between nonsafety-related raceways and safety-related raceways. However, these exceptions 
are also applicable between safety-related divisions (except in hazard areas, as discussed in 
Change 3).  COL Appendix C Table 3.3-6 ITAAC Nos. 3.3.00.07d.i and 3.3.00.07d.ii already 
permit the exceptions to be applied between Class 1E divisions.  Furthermore, the tests and 
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analyses on which these exceptions are based do not limit the reduced separation allowances 
to between nonsafety-related cables and safety-related divisions.   

Therefore, the paragraph introducing the IEEE 384-1981 exceptions in UFSAR 
Subsection 8.3.2.4.2 is revised to make the exceptions applicable between safety-related 
groups.  The current Tier 2 text, which restricts applicability to between non-Class1E cables and 
Class 1E divisions, is not consistent with COL Appendix C (and plant-specific Tier 1).  
Therefore, making the listed exceptions applicable between Class 1E divisions is consistent with 
COL Appendix C Table 3.3-6 ITAAC Nos. 3.3.00.07d.i and 3.3.00.07d.ii.  Per 10 CFR Part 52, 
“If there is a conflict between Tier 1 and Tier 2 of a DCD, then Tier 1 controls.”  Furthermore, the 
separation distance requirements included in IEEE 384-1981 are applicable between non-Class 
1E cables and Class 1E divisions, and between Class 1E divisions.  The current exceptions are 
based on testing and analyses that do not restrict their applicability in this manner.  The 
recommendations for lesser separation distances are based on the tests conducted which 
showed that a failure in a given circuit did not adversely impact a given target circuit.  The 
recommendations are not based on the safety classification of the circuits. 

Applicable General Design Criteria (GDC) 

10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDCs 17, 21, 22 and 24 require adequate redundancy and separation 
between electric power and protection systems.  The proposed changes reduce the required 
separation distances between Class 1E divisions, and between Class 1E divisions and non-
Class 1E divisions.  The reduced distances have been tested. These tests have shown that the 
reduced distances between raceways do not cause a faulted cable to impact a nearby target 
cable.  Therefore, these GDCs are still met.  

The proposed changes do not revise any aspects of the plant that could have an adverse effect 
on safety and security, including the site emergency plan. 

 

3. TECHNICAL EVALUATION (Incorporated into Section 2.) 

 

4. REGULATORY EVALUATION 

4.1 Applicable Regulatory Requirements/Criteria 

10 CFR 52.98(c) requires NRC approval for any modification to, addition to, or deletion 
from the terms and conditions of a Combined License (COL). This activity involves a 
departure from COL Appendix C ITAAC; therefore, this activity requires a proposed 
amendment to the COL.  

10 CFR 52, Appendix D, Section VIII.B.5.a allows an applicant or licensee who 
references this appendix to depart from Tier 2 information, without prior NRC approval, 
unless the proposed departure involves a change to or departure from Tier 1 
information, Tier 2* information, or the Technical Specifications, or requires a license 
amendment under paragraphs B.5.b or B.5.c of the section.  This change involves a 
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revision to Tier 2 information which involves plant-specific Tier 1 information, thus 
requires prior NRC approval. 

10 CFR Part 52, Appendix D, Section VIII.A.4 and 10 CFR 52.63(b)(1) govern the 
issuance of exemptions from elements of the certified design information for AP1000 
nuclear power plants.  10 CFR 52, Appendix D, VIII.A.4 requires a Tier 1 change shall 
not result in a significant decrease in the level of safety otherwise provided by the 
design.  The plant design change and its associated Tier 1 information change do not 
adversely affect any safety-related SSC, function, design analysis or safety analysis.  
Therefore, the requested changes will not result in a decrease in the level of safety 
otherwise provided by the design. 

10 CFR 50, Appendix A, General Design Criterion (GDC) 17 requires, in part, that the 
onsite electric power supplies, including the batteries, and the onsite electric distribution 
system, have sufficient independence to perform their safety functions assuming a single 
failure.  The proposed changes reduce the required separation distances between Class 
1E divisions, and between Class 1E divisions and non-Class 1E divisions.  The reduced 
distances have been tested. These tests have shown that the reduced distances 
between raceways do not cause a faulted cable to impact a nearby target cable.  
Therefore, this GDC is still met.  

10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 21 requires redundancy and independence in the 
protection system to ensure that (1) no single failure results in loss of the protection 
function and (2) removal from service of any component or channel does not result in 
loss of the required minimum redundancy unless the acceptable reliability of operation of 
the protection system can be otherwise demonstrated. The proposed changes reduce 
the required separation distances between Class 1E divisions, and between Class 1E 
divisions and non-Class 1E divisions.  The reduced distances have been tested. These 
tests have shown that the reduced distances between raceways do not cause a faulted 
cable to impact a nearby target cable.  Therefore, this GDC is still met. 

10 CFR 50 Appendix A, GDC 22 requires protection system independence. The 
protection system shall be designed to assure that the effects of natural phenomena, 
and of normal operating, maintenance, testing, and postulated accident conditions on 
redundant channels do not result in loss of the protection function, or shall be 
demonstrated to be acceptable on some other defined basis. Design techniques, such 
as functional diversity or diversity in component design and principles of operation, shall 
be used to the extent practical to prevent loss of the protection function. The proposed 
changes reduce the required separation distances between Class 1E divisions, and 
between Class 1E divisions and non-Class 1E divisions.  The reduced distances have 
been tested.  These tests have shown that the reduced distances between raceways do 
not cause a faulted cable to impact a nearby target cable.  Therefore, this GDC is still 
met.  

10 CFR 50 Appendix A, GDC 24 requires separation of protection and control systems. 
The protection system shall be separated from control systems to the extent that failure 
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of any single control system component or channel, or failure or removal from service of 
any single protection system component or channel which is common to the control and 
protection systems leaves intact a system satisfying all reliability, redundancy, and 
independence requirements of the protection system. Interconnection of the protection 
and control systems shall be limited so as to assure that safety is not significantly 
impaired. The proposed changes reduce the required separation distances between 
Class 1E divisions, and between Class 1E divisions and non-Class 1E divisions.  The 
reduced distances have been tested.  These tests have shown that the reduced 
distances between raceways do not cause a faulted cable to impact a nearby target 
cable.  Therefore, this GDC is still met.  

The proposed changes have been evaluated to determine whether applicable 
regulations continue to be met. It was determined that the proposed changes conform to 
10 CFR 50 Appendix A GDC, as described in the plant-specific DCD or UFSAR. 

4.2 Precedent  

No precedent is identified.   

4.3 Significant Hazards Consideration  

The requested amendment proposes a change to Updated Final Safety Analysis 
Report (UFSAR) Tier 2 information, which involves a change to the COL Appendix C 
(and the corresponding plant-specific Tier 1) information related to the minimum 
separation distance requirements between circuits. 

Change 1: Clarifications to UFSAR and COL Appendix C 

There are several clarifications needed to UFSAR subsections and COL Appendix C 
to remove ambiguity about the applicability of the listed exceptions for a given 
raceway configuration.   

1a. In some instances it is not clear which exceptions apply to which plant areas 
(i.e., nonhazard area, limited hazard area, or hazard area) in UFSAR 
Subsection 8.3.2.4. Therefore, the IEEE 384 exceptions are reformatted to 
include a separate comprehensive exception statement for each area.  This 
includes adding a clarification to the ITAAC table to refer to the main control 
room and remote shutdown room as nonhazard areas, consistent with the Tier 2 
information in UFSAR Subsection 8.3.2.4 and the other electrical separation 
ITAAC which reference the hazard classification of the given area.  Specifically, 
the phrase “non-hazard area” is added in parentheses after referencing the main 
control room and remote shutdown room in the ITAAC.  

1b. The applicability of the current list of exceptions in the UFSAR to a given voltage 
level of the circuit is ambiguous in some instances.  The list of exceptions is not 
applicable to anything greater than low voltage circuits, because the tests on 
which the exceptions are based were only performed using low voltage circuits. 
Therefore, a statement is added to the UFSAR text to explicitly state that the 
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given IEEE 384 exceptions are only applicable to low voltage circuits and below.  
The associated ITAAC is also revised to clarify, where needed, that the 
exception is applicable for low voltage cables only.   

1c. A definition for “open configuration,” “closed configuration,” and “closed 
raceway” is added to the UFSAR text to provide clarity for which exceptions can 
be used for a given configuration.  "Enclosed raceway" and "enclosed 
configuration" refer to conduit, enclosed trays or transition boxes designed and 
used for supporting or enclosing wires, cables or busbars. “Open configuration" 
refers to free air cable and open cable trays.  

1d. The COL Appendix C ITAAC table contains a horizontal separation distance for 
a configuration involving an enclosed raceway directly below an open raceway.  
No horizontal distance applies in this case. Therefore, the reference to a 
horizontal distance is deleted.  The minimum required horizontal distance is 
already covered in items 1) and 3) of this ITAAC.  

Change 2: Additional Exceptions Based on Existing Testing and Analysis 

Reference 13 in Subsection 8.3.4 documents tests and analyses performed for 
additional configurations, with additional recommendations for lesser separation 
distances, in addition to the exceptions currently included in the UFSAR and the 
associated ITAAC.    These additional exceptions reduce the amount of barriers 
needed between raceways and relieve unnecessary burden in circuit installation.  
These exceptions are added to the list of exceptions to IEEE 384-1981 in the UFSAR 
text and the associated ITAAC based on tests and analyses included in Reference 13 
in Subsection 8.3.4. 

Change 3: Clarifications for Minimum Separation Distances in Hazard Areas  

There are two clarifications needed to the minimum separation distance requirements 
for hazards areas, as documented in the UFSAR text and the associated ITAAC.  

The COL Appendix C ITAAC currently refers to inside containment as a limited hazard 
area.  However, containment is a hazard area in its entirety, therefore this ITAAC is 
revised to reflect this designation.  This is an editorial change.  See Change 4 for 
application of separation allowances in the hazard areas. 

The COL Appendix C ITAAC currently refers to inside containment as a limited hazard 
area.  However, containment is a hazard area because the components inside 
containment meet the definition of a hazard area, as defined by IEEE 384.  The 
UFSAR discusses hazard area protection using raceway separation, referencing 
UFSAR Section 3.5 and Section 3.6.  UFSAR Subsection 3.5.1.2.1.4 discusses the 
missile hazards and UFSAR Subsection 3.6.1 discusses piping hazards inside 
containment.  Specific examples of external hazards inside containment include the 
high energy pipes in the reactor coolant system and potential missile sources of the 
containment air recirculation system fans.  Therefore, the ITAAC is corrected to refer 
to containment as a hazard area, consistent with UFSAR Sections 3.5 and 3.6.  No 
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changes are being proposed to containment to make it a hazard area.  Containment 
meets the definition of a hazard area because it contains the hazards described in 
IEEE 384-1981 for hazard areas. 

In addition, Tier 2 information is revised to accurately reflect the applicability of IEEE 
384 exceptions in hazard areas and make COL Appendix C (and plant-specific Tier 1) 
and Tier 2 information consistent.  The current UFSAR text requires the separation 
distances specified in IEEE 384 for hazard areas between safety-related and 
nonsafety-related raceway systems, with no exceptions.  This is contrary to COL 
Appendix C (and plant-specific Tier 1), which allows for limited hazard area separation 
distances in hazard areas for specific configurations.  If there is a conflict between 
Tier 1 and Tier 2, then Tier 1 controls.  Consistent with COL Appendix C (and plant-
specific Tier 1), the UFSAR text is revised to explicitly apply limited hazard area 
separation distances to hazard areas unless otherwise specified by IEEE 384 for an 
external hazard.  Specifically, within hazard areas, the minimum spatial separation 
distances between safety-related groups, and between safety-related groups and 
nonsafety-related cables is the same as the spatial separation distances (with 
exceptions) applicable in limited hazard areas, unless otherwise specified by IEEE 
384 for an external hazard.  

Change 4: Applying Exceptions between Safety-Related Groups 

The paragraph introducing the IEEE 384-1981 exceptions in the UFSAR restricts the 
applicability of the exceptions. As currently worded, the exceptions only apply 
between nonsafety-related raceways and safety-related raceways. However, these 
exceptions are also applicable between safety-related divisions (except in hazard 
areas, as discussed in Change 3).  The COL Appendix C ITAAC table already permits 
the exceptions to be applied between Class 1E divisions.  Furthermore, the tests and 
analyses on which these exceptions are based do not limit the reduced separation 
allowances to between nonsafety-related cables and safety-related divisions.   

Therefore, the paragraph introducing the IEEE 384-1981 exceptions in the UFSAR 
text are revised to make the exceptions applicable between safety-related groups.   

An evaluation to determine whether or not a significant hazards consideration is 
involved with the proposed amendment was completed by focusing on the three 
standards set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, “Issuance of amendment,” as discussed below: 

4.3.1 Does the proposed amendment involve a significant increase in the 
probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated? 

Response: No. 

Changes 1, 3 and 4 are clarifications only and do not represent a change to the 
minimum required separation distance between raceways.  Change 2 reduces 
the required separation distances between raceways from those documented in 
IEEE 384-1981.  These reduced separation distances are based on specific tests 
performed on the specified raceway configurations, and the recommendations 
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from those tests contained in the associated report.  The NRC staff previously 
reviewed the descriptions of the ten tests documented in this report, including the 
ones applicable to the existing UFSAR exceptions, and concluded that they were 
acceptable, as documented in NUREG-1793, “Final Safety Evaluation Report 
Related to Certification of the AP1000 Standard Design,” (Initial Report) 
Subsection 8.3.2.2. 

The reduced separation does not adversely impact the ability to safely shutdown 
the plant, and maintain it shutdown.  The referenced test report has shown a 
failure of a faulted cable will not propagate to a nearby target cable in way that 
adversely impacts its function. 

Therefore, the proposed amendment does not involve a significant increase in 
the probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated. 

4.3.2 Does the proposed amendment create the possibility of a new or 
different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated? 

Response: No. 

Changes 1, 3 and 4 are clarifications only and do not represent a change to the 
minimum required separation distance between circuits.  Change 2 reduces the 
required separation distances between circuits from those documented in IEEE 
384-1981.  This change does not result in a new accident initiator or impact a 
current accident initiator. 

Therefore, the proposed amendment does not create the possibility of a new or 
different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated. 

4.3.3 Does the proposed amendment involve a significant reduction in a 
margin of safety? 

Response: No. 

Changes 1, 3 and 4 are clarifications only and do not represent a change to the 
minimum required separation distance between circuits.  Change 2 reduces the 
required separation distances between circuits from those documented in IEEE 
384-1981.  These reduced separation distances are based on specific tests 
performed on the specified raceway configurations, and the recommendations 
from those tests contained in the associated report.  The NRC staff previously 
reviewed the descriptions of the ten tests documented in this report, including the 
ones applicable to the existing UFSAR exceptions, and concluded that they were 
acceptable, as documented in NUREG-1793, “Final Safety Evaluation Report 
Related to Certification of the AP1000 Standard Design,” (Initial Report) 
Subsection 8.3.2.2.    

The reduced separation does not adversely impact the ability to safely shutdown 
the plant, and maintain it shutdown.  The referenced test report has shown a 
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failure of a faulted cable will not propagate to a nearby target cable in a way that 
adversely impacts its function.   

Therefore, the proposed amendment does not involve a significant reduction in a 
margin of safety. 

Based on the above, it is concluded that the proposed amendment does not involve a 
significant hazards consideration under the standards set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c), and, 
accordingly, a finding of “no significant hazards consideration” is justified. 

4.4 Conclusions 

Based on the considerations discussed above, (1) there is reasonable assurance that 
the health and safety of the public will not be endangered by operation in the proposed 
manner, (2) such activities will be conducted in compliance with the Commission’s 
regulations, and (3) the issuance of the amendment will not be inimical to the common 
defense and security or to the health and safety of the public. The above evaluations 
demonstrate that the requested changes can be accommodated without an increase in 
the probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated, without creating the 
possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated, 
and without a significant reduction in a margin of safety.  Having arrived at negative 
declarations with regard to the criteria of 10 CFR 50.92, this assessment determined that 
the requested change does not involve a Significant Hazards Consideration. 

 

5. ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS 

This activity requires changes to Tier 2 information in the UFSAR which involve changes to COL 
Appendix C and the corresponding plant-specific Tier 1 information. 

This review has determined that the proposed changes require an amendment to the COL.  
However, a review of the anticipated construction and operational effects of the requested 
amendment has determined that the requested amendment meets the eligibility criteria for 
categorical exclusion set forth in 10 CFR 51.22(c)(9), in that: 

(i) There is no significant hazards consideration. 

As documented in Section 4.3, Significant Hazards Consideration, of this license 
amendment request, an evaluation was completed to determine whether or not a significant 
hazards consideration is involved by focusing on the three standards set forth in 
10 CFR 50.92, “Issuance of amendment.”  The Significant Hazards Consideration 
determined that (1) the requested amendment does not involve a significant increase in the 
probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated; (2) the requested 
amendment does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
accident previously evaluated; and (3) the requested amendment does not involve a 
significant reduction in a margin of safety.  Therefore, it is concluded that the requested 
amendment does not involve a significant hazards consideration under the standards set 
forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c), and accordingly, a finding of “no significant hazards consideration” 
is justified. 
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(ii) There is no significant change in the types or significant increase in the amounts of any 
effluents that may be released offsite.  

The proposed changes are unrelated to any aspect of plant construction or operation that 
would introduce any change to effluent types (e.g., effluents containing chemicals or 
biocides, sanitary system effluents, and other effluents), or affect any plant radiological or 
non-radiological effluent release quantities.  Furthermore, the proposed changes do not 
affect any effluent release path or diminish the functionality of any design or operational 
features that are credited with controlling the release of effluents during plant operation.  
Therefore, it is concluded that the requested amendment does not involve a significant 
change in the types or a significant increase in the amounts of any effluents that may be 
released offsite. 

(iii) There is no significant increase in individual or cumulative occupational radiation 
exposure. 

Plant radiation zones (addressed in UFSAR Section 12.3) are not affected, and controls 
under 10 CFR 20 preclude a significant increase in occupational radiation exposure.  
Therefore, the requested amendment does not involve a significant increase in individual or 
cumulative occupational radiation exposure.  

Based on the above review of the requested amendment, it has been determined that 
anticipated construction and operational effects of the requested amendment do not involve (i) a 
significant hazards consideration, (ii) a significant change in the types or significant increase in 
the amounts of any effluents that may be released offsite, or (iii) a significant increase in 
individual or cumulative occupational radiation exposure.  Accordingly, the requested 
amendment meets the eligibility criteria for categorical exclusion set forth in 10 CFR 51.22(c)(9).  
Therefore, pursuant to 10 CFR 51.22(b), an environmental impact statement or environmental 
assessment of the proposed amendment and exemption is not required. 

 

6. REFERENCES 

None. 
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Table 1: Additional Proposed Separation Exceptions to IEEE 384-1981 

# Applicable 
Area 

Configuration New Exception for Given 
Configuration(s) 

Technical Evaluation Licensing Basis 
Change 

2a Nonhazard  i. Open to closed 
configurations with low 
voltage power cables* 

i. The minimum vertical separation is 
3 inches and the minimum horizontal 
separation is 1 inch.  

 

For configuration “i”  

This configuration was tested and analyzed, as shown below, 
to support the expansion of this exception: 

Conduit to Cable Tray  
(Page 592 of Reference 13 in Subsection 8.3.4) - 
Recommendation 3 recommends a minimum vertical 
separation of 3 inches and a minimum horizontal separation of 
1 inch for nonhazard areas between open cable trays and 
conduits. 

Conduit to Cable In Free Air  
(Page 598 of Reference 13 in Subsection 8.3.4) - 
Recommendations 1A, 1C, and 2 recommend a minimum 
vertical separation of 3 inches and a minimum horizontal 
separation of 1 inch for nonhazard areas between conduits and 
cables in free air.  

Configurations involving an open cable tray and an enclosed 
cable tray are bounded by configurations only involving open 
cable trays, because there is added protection provided by the 
enclosed cable tray. Therefore, expanding the exception to 
configurations involving an open cable tray and an enclosed 
cable tray is consistent with the current exception. 

This change 
represented in the first 
bullet under the Non-
hazard area 
exceptions in UFSAR 
Subsection 8.3.2.4.2 
and COL Table 3.3-6 
ITAAC No. (799) 
3.3.00.07d.i, item 1).  
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# Applicable 
Area 

Configuration New Exception for Given 
Configuration(s) 

Technical Evaluation Licensing Basis 
Change 

2a Nonhazard  ii. Open to open 
configurations, and open 
to closed configurations 
with instrumentation and 
control cables* 

 

ii. The minimum vertical separation is 
1 inch and the minimum horizontal 
separation is 1 inch for both 
configurations.  

 

The current exception in UFSAR 
Subsection 8.3.2.4.2 gives a 
minimum vertical and horizontal 
separation distance of 3 inches and 1 
inch, respectively (see first bullet in 
UFSAR Subsection 8.3.2.4.2). This 
change applies this exception to 
additional open configurations, and 
between open and closed 
configurations.  Furthermore, it 
reduces the vertical separation 
distance to 1 inch for configurations 
involving exclusively instrumentation 
and control cables.    

For configuration “ii”  

This configuration was tested and analyzed, as shown below, 
to support the expansion of this exception: 

Free Air Cables  
(Page 600 of Reference 13 in Subsection 8.3.4) – 
Recommendation 2 recommends a minimum vertical 
separation of 1 inch and a minimum horizontal separation of 1 
inch between instrumentation and control cables in free air. 

Configurations involving an open configuration and closed 
configuration are bounded by configuration involving open 
configurations because there is additional protection provided 
by the enclosed raceway. Therefore expanding the exceptions 
to configurations involving an enclosed to open configurations 
based on the tests made on free air cables is consistent. 

This change 
represented in the 
second bullet under 
the Non-hazard area 
exceptions in UFSAR 
Subsection 8.3.2.4.2 
and COL Table 3.3-6 
ITAAC No. (799) 
3.3.00.07d.i, item 4).  
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# Applicable 
Area 

Configuration New Exception for Given 
Configuration(s) 

Technical Evaluation Licensing Basis 
Change 

2b Limited 
Hazard  

i. Configurations 
involving low-voltage 
power cables for cables 
sizes less than or equal 
to 2/0 AWG.* 
 

ii.  Conduit above and 
crossing an open tray at 
an angle equal to or 
greater than 45 degrees 
for cables sizes less 
than or equal to 2/0 
AWG. 

i. The minimum vertical separation is 
12 inches and the minimum horizontal 
separation is 6 inches 
 
 
 

ii. The minimum vertical separation is 
3 inches.  

 

 

 

The current exception gives a 
minimum vertical separation of 12 
inches and a minimum horizontal 
separation of 6 inches for open top 
cable trays that involve low voltage 
power cables for cables sizes less 
than or equal to 2/0 AWG (see 
second bullet in UFSAR Subsection 
8.3.2.4.2). This exception is 
expanded to additional configurations.  
Specifically, this expansion of the 
exception includes free-air cables, 
and configurations involving enclosed 
raceway and open configurations. In 
addition, the minimum vertical 
distance is reduced to 3 inches for 
configurations with a conduit above 
and crossing the open tray at an 
angle equal to or greater than 45 
degrees. 

Reference 13 in Subsection 8.3.4 tests and analyzes the 
separation distance for various configurations, as shown below, 
to support the expansion of this exception: 

Cable Tray to Cable in Free Air  
(Reference 13 in Subsection 8.3.4 Page 590) 

o Recommendation 2A recommends a horizontal separation 
of 6 inches between an open tray and a free air cable. This 
recommendation is applicable to limited hazard areas with 
cable sizes less than or equal to 2/0 AWG. 

o Recommendation 2B recommendations a vertical 
separation of 12 inches between an open tray and a free 
air cable.  This recommendation is applicable to limited 
hazard areas with cable sizes less than or equal to 2/0 
AWG.   

Conduit to Cable Tray  
(Reference 13 in Subsection 8.3.4 Page 592) 

o Recommendation 2A recommends a horizontal separation 
of 6 inches between a conduit and an open cable tray.   

o Recommendation 2B recommends a vertical separation of 
12 inches between a conduit and an open cable tray where 
the conduit is above and parallel with the cable tray or 
crossing at an angle less than 45o. For a conduit and an 
open cable tray where the conduit is above and crossing at 
an angle equal to or greater than 45o a vertical separation 
of 3 inches is recommended 

Cables in Free Air  
(Reference 13 in Subsection 8.3.4 Page 599) – 
Recommendation 1 states that the separation criteria for power 
cables in free air in a limited hazard area should be identical to 
the separation criteria for the open tray to open tray 
configuration.  Therefore, since the current licensing basis 
allows for a minimum vertical separation of 12 inches and a 
minimum horizontal separation of 6 inches of open cable trays, 
this same exception is applicable to free-air cables.  

This change is 
represented in the 
second bullet under 
the limited hazard area 
exceptions in UFSAR 
Subsection 8.3.2.4.2 
and COL Table 3.3-6 
ITAAC Nos.  
(800, 801, 802) 
3.3.00.07d.ii.a/b/c 
item 2).  
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# Applicable 
Area 

Configuration New Exception for Given 
Configuration(s) 

Technical Evaluation Licensing Basis 
Change 

2c Limited 
Hazard  

 

 

 

i. Conduit and open 
configurations with low-
voltage power cables 
greater than 2/0 AWG 
but not greater than 750 
kcmil.*  

 

ii. Conduit above and 
crossing an open tray at 
an angle equal to or 
greater than 45 degrees 
for low-voltage power 
cables greater than 2/0 
AWG but not greater 
than 750 kcmil.  

i. The minimum vertical separation is 
12 inches and the minimum horizontal 
separation is 6 inches 
 
 
 

 

ii. The minimum vertical separation is 
3 inches. 

 

 

 

 

These configurations are not explicitly 
addressed in the current IEEE 384 
exceptions listed in UFSAR 
Subsection 8.3.2.4.2. 

 

The minimum vertical separation is 12 inches, and the 
minimum horizontal separation is 6 inches between a conduit 
and an open configuration for low-voltage power cables greater 
than 2/0 AWG but not greater than 750 kcmil.  

The vertical distance is reduced to 3 inches if the conduit is 
above and crossing an open tray at an angle equal to or greater 
than 45 degrees. 

Unlike Change 2b.i above, this change allows for a minimum 
vertical separation of 12 inches and a minimum horizontal 
separation of 6 inches for configurations involving cables 
greater than 2/0 AWG (but less than 750 kcmil).  To take this 
exception, the configuration must be between a conduit and an 
open configuration only.  This configuration was tested in 
Reference 13 in Subsection 8.3.4, as follows:  

Conduit to Cable Tray  
(Reference 13 in Subsection 8.3.4 Page 592) 

o Recommendation 2A recommends a horizontal separation 
of 6 inches between a conduit and an open cable tray.   

o Recommendation 2B recommends a vertical separation of 
12 inches between a conduit and an open cable tray where 
the conduit is above and parallel with the cable tray or 
crossing at an angle less than 45o. For a conduit and an 
open cable tray where the conduit is above and crossing at 
an angle equal to or greater than 45o a vertical separation 
of 3 inches is recommended.  

As is shown in the discussion related to this test, the range of 
cable sizes used was 12 AWG to 750 kcmil.    

 

This change is 
represented in the third 
bullet under the limited 
hazard area 
exceptions in UFSAR 
Subsection 8.3.2.4.2 
and COL Table 3.3-6 
ITAAC Nos.  
(800, 801, 802) 
3.3.00.07d.ii.a/b/c 
item  3). 
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# Applicable 
Area 

Configuration New Exception for Given 
Configuration(s) 

Technical Evaluation Licensing Basis 
Change 

2d Limited 
Hazard  

Conduit routing 
nonsafety-related 
circuits and a free-air 
safety-related circuit 
routing low voltage 
power cables.*  

 

The minimum vertical separation is 1 
inch and the minimum horizontal 
separation is 1 inch. 

 

These configurations are not explicitly 
addressed in the current IEEE 384 
exceptions listed in UFSAR 
Subsection 8.3.2.4.2. 

Reference 13 in Subsection 8.3.4 tests and analyzes the 
separation distance for the configurations shown below to 
support this exception:  

Conduit to Cable in Free Air  
(Reference 13 in Subsection 8.3.4 Page 598) 

o Recommendation 1A recommends a horizontal separation 
distance of 1 inch for conduit and free air cables in a 
parallel horizontal configuration.   

o Recommendation 2 recommends a vertical and horizontal 
separation distance of 1 inch in horizontal crossing, and a 
vertical separation distance of 1 inch for vertical parallel 
configurations.  

See Figure 3 of Reference 13 in UFSAR Subsection 8.3.4 for a 
graphical representation of these configurations.  As can be 
seen from Figure 3, the tests did not include a configuration 
where the conduit and free air cable where parallel to each 
other and routed vertically.  However, this case is bounded by 
the case tested with the conduit and free air cables in parallel to 
each other and routed horizontally with one above the other.   

These exceptions are limited to a conduit routing nonsafety 
related cable, with the free air cable being safety-related.  This 
is because the test only failed the cable in the conduit, with the 
target being the free-air cable. Therefore, there is clear data on 
the impact to the (safety-related) cable in free air when the 
(nonsafety-related) cable in the conduit fails.  However, there is 
no specific test data showing the impact to the cable in the 
conduit if the free air cable is faulted.  If the free air safety-
related cable were to fail in this configuration it would only 
impact a non-redundant nonsafety-related cable.  

This change is 
represented in the fifth 
bullet under the limited 
hazard area 
exceptions in UFSAR 
Subsection 8.3.2.4.2 
and COL Table 3.3-6 
ITAAC Nos.  
(800, 801, 802) 
3.3.00.07d.ii.a/b/c 
item 7).  
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# Applicable 
Area 

Configuration New Exception for Given 
Configuration(s) 

Technical Evaluation Licensing Basis 
Change 

2e Limited 
Hazard 
Area 

Open to open 
configurations, and open 
to closed configurations 
with instrumentation and 
control cables*  

The minimum vertical separation is 1 
inch and the minimum horizontal 
separation is 1 inch for both 
configurations. 

 

The current minimum vertical and 
horizontal separation distances are 3 
inches and 1 inch, respectively, for 
open top cable trays with 
instrumentation and control cables 
(see second bullet in UFSAR 
Subsection 8.3.2.4.2). The minimum 
vertical separation distance is 
reduced to 1 inch, and the exception 
is expanded to include addition 
configurations.   

Reference 13 in Subsection 8.3.4 tests and analyzes the 
separation distance for this configuration, as shown below, to 
support the expansion of this exception:  

Free Air Cables  
(Page 600 of Reference 13 in Subsection 8.3.4) – 
Recommendation 2 recommends a minimum vertical 
separation of 1 inch and a minimum horizontal separation of 1 
inch between instrumentation and control cables in free air. 

Configurations involving an open configuration and closed 
configuration are bounded by configuration involving open 
configurations because there is additional protection provided 
by the enclosed raceway. Therefore expanding the exceptions 
to configurations involving an enclosed to open configurations 
based on the tests made on free air cables is consistent.  

This change is 
represented in the first 
bullet under the limited 
hazard area 
exceptions in UFSAR 
Subsection 8.3.2.4.2 
and COL Table 3.3-6 
ITAAC Nos.  
(800, 801, 802) 
3.3.00.07d.ii.a/b/c 
item 4). 

 

 

*This configuration includes situations where the open configuration is above and below the closed configuration.  
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1.0 Purpose 

Southern Nuclear Operating Company (the Licensee) requests a permanent exemption 
from the provisions of 10 CFR 52, Appendix D, Section III.B, Design Certification Rule 
for the AP1000 Design, Scope and Contents, to allow a departure from elements of the 
certification information in Tier 1 of the generic AP1000 Design Control Document 
(DCD).  The regulation, 10 CFR 52, Appendix D, Section III.B, requires an applicant or 
licensee referencing Appendix D to 10 CFR Part 52 to incorporate by reference and 
comply with the requirements of Appendix D, including certified information in DCD 
Tier 1.  The Tier 1 information for which a plant-specific departure and exemption is 
being requested includes clarifications related to raceway and conduit routing. 

This request for exemption provides the technical and regulatory basis to demonstrate 
that 10 CFR 52.63, §52.7, and §50.12 requirements are met and will apply the 
requirements of 10 CFR 52, Appendix D, Section VIII.A.4 to allow departures from 
generic Tier 1 information due to proposed clarifications to Inspections, Tests, Analyses, 
and Acceptance Criteria (ITAAC) Table 3.3-6 ITAAC items 7.d.i and 7.d.ii for the routing 
and separation of raceway and cables.  

 

2.0 Background 

The Licensee is the holder of Combined License Nos. NPF-91 and NPF-92, which 
authorize construction and operation of two Westinghouse Electric Company AP1000 
nuclear plants, named Vogtle Electric Generating Plant (VEGP) Units 3 and 4, 
respectively.   

As described in UFSAR Subsection 8.3.2.4, “Independence of Redundant Systems,” the 
routing of cable and the design of raceways prevents a single credible event from 
disabling a redundant safety-related plant function.  

There are five separation groups for the cable and raceway system: group A, B, C, D, 
and N.  Separation group A contains safety-related circuits from division A.  Similarly, 
separation group B contains safety-related circuits from division B; group C from 
division C; group D from division D; and group N from nonsafety-related circuits. 

UFSAR Subsection 8.3.2.4.2 and the associated ITAAC Table 3.3-6, items 7d.i and 7d.ii 
discuss the use of Regulatory Guide 1.75 and IEEE 384 separation criteria and provides 
for some approved exceptions.  However, discussions of the exceptions are not 
sufficiently clear to provide for consistent application, and testing results are available 
that indicate additional exceptions are justified.  
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3.0 Technical Justification of Acceptability 

Change 1: Clarifications to UFSAR Subsection 8.3.2.4 and COL Appendix C Table 3.3-6 

There are several clarifications proposed to UFSAR Subsection 8.3.2.4 and to COL 
Appendix C Table 3.3-6 to remove ambiguity about the applicability of the listed 
exceptions for a given raceway configuration.   

1a.  In some instances it is not clear which exceptions apply to which plant areas (i.e., 
nonhazard area, limited hazard area, or hazard area) in UFSAR Subsection 
8.3.2.4. Therefore, the IEEE 384 exceptions are reformatted to include a separate 
comprehensive exception statement for each area.  This includes adding a 
clarification to Table 3.3-6 ITAAC No. 3.3.00.07d.i to refer to the main control room 
and remote shutdown room as nonhazard areas, consistent with the Tier 2 
information in UFSAR Subsection 8.3.2.4 and the other electrical separation ITAAC 
(i.e., COL Appendix C Table 3.3-6 ITAAC Nos. 3.3.00.07d.ii.a, 3.3.00.07d.ii.b, 
3.3.00.07d.ii.c) which reference the hazard classification of the given area.  
Specifically, the phrase “non-hazard area” is added in parentheses after 
referencing the main control room and remote shutdown room in the ITAAC.  

1b.  The applicability of the current list of exceptions in UFSAR Subsection 8.3.2.4 to a 
given voltage level of the circuit is ambiguous in some instances.  The list of 
exceptions is not applicable to anything greater than low voltage circuits, because 
the tests on which the exceptions are based were only performed using low voltage 
circuits and below.  Therefore, a statement is added to UFSAR Subsection 8.3.2.4 
to explicitly state that the IEEE 384 exceptions are only applicable to low voltage 
circuits and below.  The associated ITAAC (i.e., COL Table 3.3-6 ITAAC Nos. 
3.3.00.07d.i and 3.3.00.07d.ii) are also revised to clarify, where needed, that the 
exception is applicable for low voltage cables and below only.   

1c.  COL Appendix C Table 3.3-6 ITAAC No. 3.3.00.07d.i item 2) contains a horizontal 
separation distance for a configuration involving an enclosed raceway directly 
below an open raceway.  No horizontal distance applies in this case. Therefore, the 
reference to a horizontal distance is deleted.  The minimum required horizontal 
distance is already covered in items 1) and 3) of this ITAAC.  

Change 2: Additional Exceptions Based on Existing Testing and Analysis 

Reference 13 in Subsection 8.3.4 documents tests and analyses performed for 
additional configurations, with additional recommendations for lesser separation 
distances, in addition to the exceptions currently included in UFSAR Subsection 8.3.2.4 
and the associated ITAAC (i.e., COL Table 3.3-6 ITAAC Nos. 3.3.00.07d.i and 
3.3.00.07d.ii).  These additional exceptions reduce the amount of barriers needed 
between raceways and relieve unnecessary burden in circuit installation.  These 
exceptions are added to the list of exceptions to IEEE 384-1981 in UFSAR Subsection 
8.3.2.4 and the associated ITAAC based on tests and analyses included in Reference 13 
in Subsection 8.3.4. 
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Change 3: Clarifications for Minimum Separation Distances in Hazard Areas  

There are two clarifications needed to the minimum separation distance requirements for 
hazards areas, as documented in UFSAR Subsection 8.3.2.4 and the associated ITAAC.  

COL Appendix C Table 3.3-6 ITAAC No. 3.3.00.07d.ii.a currently refers to inside 
containment as a limited hazard area.  However, containment is a hazard area in its 
entirety, therefore this is revised accordingly.  This is an editorial change.   

COL Appendix C Table 3.3-6 ITAAC No. 3.3.00.07d.ii.a currently refers to inside 
containment as a limited hazard area.  However, containment is a hazard area because 
the components inside containment meet the definition of a hazard area, as defined by 
IEEE 384.  UFSAR Subsection 8.3.2.4.3, which discusses hazard area protection using 
raceway separation, refers to UFSAR Sections 3.5 and 3.6.  UFSAR Subsection 
3.5.1.2.1.4 discusses the missile hazards and UFSAR Subsection 3.6.1 discusses piping 
hazards inside containment.  Specific examples of external hazards inside containment 
include the high energy pipes in the reactor coolant system and potential missile sources 
of the containment air recirculation system fans.  Therefore, the ITAAC is corrected to 
refer to containment as a hazard area, consistent with UFSAR Sections 3.5 and 3.6.  No 
changes are being proposed to containment to make it a hazard area.  Containment 
meets the definition of a hazard area because it contains the hazards described in 
IEEE 384-1981 for hazard areas.  

Detailed technical justification supporting this request for exemption is provided in 
Section 2 of the associated License Amendment Request in Enclosure 1 of this letter. 

 

4.0 Justification of Exemption 

10 CFR Part 52, Appendix D, Section VIII.A.4 and 10 CFR 52.63(b)(1) govern the 
issuance of exemptions from elements of the certified design information for AP1000 
nuclear power plants.  Since SNC has identified changes to the Tier 1 information as 
discussed in Enclosure 1 of the accompanying License Amendment Request, an 
exemption from the certified design information in Tier 1 is needed. 

10 CFR Part 52, Appendix D, and 10 CFR 50.12, §52.7, and §52.63 state that the NRC 
may grant exemptions from the requirements of the regulations provided six conditions 
are met: 1) the exemption is authorized by law [§50.12(a)(1)]; 2) the exemption will not 
present an undue risk to the health and safety of the public [§50.12(a)(1)]; 3) the 
exemption is consistent with the common defense and security [§50.12(a)(1)]; 4) special 
circumstances are present [§50.12(a)(2)]; 5) the special circumstances outweigh any 
decrease in safety that may result from the reduction in standardization caused by the 
exemption [§52.63(b)(1)]; and 6) the design change will not result in a significant 
decrease in the level of safety [Part 52, App. D, VIII.A.4]. 

The requested exemption satisfies the criteria for granting specific exemptions, as 
described below. 
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1. This exemption is authorized by law 

The NRC has authority under 10 CFR 52.63, §52.7, and §50.12 to grant exemptions 
from the requirements of NRC regulations.  Specifically, 10 CFR 50.12 and §52.7 state 
that the NRC may grant exemptions from the requirements of 10 CFR Part 52 upon a 
proper showing.  No law exists that would preclude the changes covered by this 
exemption request.  Additionally, granting of the proposed exemption does not result in a 
violation of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, or the Commission’s 
regulations. 

Accordingly, this requested exemption is “authorized by law,” as required by 10 CFR 
50.12(a)(1). 

2. This exemption will not present an undue risk to the health and safety of the 
public 

The proposed exemption from the requirements of 10 CFR 52, Appendix D, Section III.B 
would allow changes to elements of the plant-specific Tier 1 DCD to depart from the 
AP1000 certified (Tier 1) design information.  The plant-specific DCD Tier 1 will continue 
to reflect the approved licensing basis for VEGP Units 3 and 4, and will maintain a 
consistent level of detail with that which is currently provided elsewhere in Tier 1 of the 
DCD.  Therefore, the affected plant-specific DCD Tier 1 ITAAC will continue to serve its 
required purpose. 

The clarifications and additional exceptions for the spatial separation of raceways and 
cables do not represent an adverse impact to the design function supported by the 
cables, or the associated systems, structures and components and will continue to 
protect the health and safety of the public in the same manner.  The clarifications and 
additional exceptions do not introduce any new industrial, chemical, or radiological 
hazards that would represent a public health or safety risk, nor do they modify or remove 
any design or operational controls or safeguards intended to mitigate any existing on-site 
hazards.  Furthermore, the proposed change would not allow for a new fission product 
release path, result in a new fission product barrier failure mode, or create a new 
sequence of events that would result in fuel cladding failures.  Accordingly, this change 
does not present an undue risk from any existing or proposed equipment or systems. 

Therefore, the requested exemption from 10 CFR 52, Appendix D, Section III.B would 
not present an undue risk to the health and safety of the public. 

3. The exemption is consistent with the common defense and security 

The requested exemption from the requirements of 10 CFR 52, Appendix D, Section 
III.B would allow the licensee to depart from elements of the plant specific DCD Tier 1 
design information.  The proposed exemption does not alter the design, function, or 
operation of any structures or plant equipment that are necessary to maintain a safe and 
secure status of the plant.  The proposed exemption has no impact on plant security or 
safeguards procedures. 
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Therefore, the requested exemption is consistent with the common defense and 
security. 

4. Special circumstances are present 

10 CFR 50.12(a)(2) lists six “special circumstances” for which an exemption may be 
granted.  Pursuant to the regulation, it is necessary for one of these special 
circumstances to be present in order for the NRC to consider granting an exemption 
request.  The requested exemption meets the special circumstances of 10 CFR 
50.12(a)(2)(ii).  That subsection defines special circumstances as when “Application of 
the regulation in the particular circumstances would not serve the underlying purpose of 
the rule or is not necessary to achieve the underlying purpose of the rule.” 

The rule under consideration in this request for exemption is 10 CFR 52, Appendix D, 
Section III.B, which requires that a licensee referencing the AP1000 Design Certification 
Rule (10 CFR Part 52, Appendix D) shall incorporate by reference and comply with the 
requirements of Appendix D, including Tier 1 information.  The VEGP Units 3 and 4 
COLs reference the AP1000 Design Certification Rule and incorporate by reference the 
requirements of 10 CFR Part 52, Appendix D, including Tier 1 information. The 
underlying purpose of Appendix D, Section III.B is to describe and define the scope and 
contents of the AP1000 design certification, and to require compliance with the design 
certification information in Appendix D.  

The proposed exemption would revise and clarify the raceway and cable routing and 
separation criteria.  

The proposed revision and clarification of the raceway and cable routing and separation 
criteria maintain the required design functions of the associated systems and 
components.  Available industry test results indicate the proposed separation criteria for 
the routing of cable and the design of raceways provides adequate protection to prevent 
a single credible event from disabling a redundant safety-related plant function.  The 
proposed changes provide for consistent application of the separation criteria.  
Accordingly, this exemption from the certification information enables the Licensee to 
safely construct and operate the AP1000 facility consistent with the design certified by 
the NRC in 10 CFR 52, Appendix D.  

Therefore, special circumstances are present, because application of the current generic 
certified design information in Tier 1 as required by 10 CFR Part 52, Appendix D, 
Section III.B, in the particular circumstances discussed in this request is not necessary 
to achieve the underlying purpose of the rule. 

5. The special circumstances outweigh any decrease in safety that may result from 
the reduction in standardization caused by the exemption. 

Based on the nature of the changes to the plant-specific Tier 1 information and the 
understanding that these changes support the design function of the supported 
equipment, it is expected that this exemption may be requested by other AP1000 
licensees and applicants.  However, a review of the reduction in standardization 
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resulting from the departure from the standard DCD determined that even if other 
AP1000 licensees and applicants do not request this same departure, the special 
circumstances will continue to outweigh any decrease in safety from the reduction in 
standardization because the key design functions of the equipment associated with this 
request will continue to be maintained.  Furthermore, the justification provided in the 
license amendment request and this exemption request and the associated mark-ups 
demonstrate that there is a limited change from the standard information provided in the 
generic AP1000 DCD, which is offset by the special circumstances identified above.   

Therefore, the special circumstances associated with the requested exemption outweigh 
any decrease in safety that may result from the reduction in standardization caused by 
the exemption. 

6. The design change will not result in a significant decrease in the level of safety. 

The exemption revises the plant-specific DCD Tier 1 information by revising and 
clarifying the raceway and cable routing criteria.  The clarifications and revisions for the 
raceway and cable routing do not change the design requirements of the associated 
equipment.  Because these functions continue to be met, there is no reduction in the 
level of safety. 

 

5.0 Risk Assessment 

A risk assessment was not determined to be applicable to address the acceptability of 
this proposal.   

 

6.0 Precedent Exemptions 

None 

 

7.0 Environmental Consideration 

The Licensee requests a departure from elements of the certified information in Tier 1 of 
the generic AP1000 DCD.  The Licensee has determined that the proposed departure 
would require a permanent exemption from the requirements of 10 CFR 52, Appendix D, 
Section III.B, Design Certification Rule for the AP1000 Design, Scope and Contents, with 
respect to installation or use of facility components located within the restricted area, as 
defined in 10 CFR Part 20, or which changes an inspection or a surveillance 
requirement; however, the Licensee evaluation of the proposed exemption has 
determined that the proposed exemption meets the eligibility criteria for categorical 
exclusion set forth in 10 CFR 51.22(c)(9).   

Based on the above review of the proposed exemption, the Licensee has determined 
that the proposed activity does not involve (i) a significant hazards consideration, (ii) a 
significant change in the types or significant increase in the amounts of any effluents that 
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may be released offsite, or (iii) a significant increase in individual or cumulative 
occupational radiation exposure.  Accordingly, the proposed exemption meets the 
eligibility criteria for categorical exclusion set forth in 10 CFR 51.22(c)(9).  Therefore, 
pursuant to 10 CFR 51.22(b), an environmental impact statement or environmental 
assessment of the proposed exemption is not required. 

Specific details of the environmental considerations supporting this request for 
exemption are provided in Section 5 of the associated License Amendment Request 
provided in Enclosure 1 of this letter. 

 

8.0 Conclusion 

The proposed changes to Tier 1 are necessary to revise and clarify the raceway and 
cable routing criteria.  The exemption request meets the requirements of 10 CFR 52.63, 
Finality of design certifications, 10 CFR 52.7, Specific exemptions, 10 CFR 50.12, 
Specific exemptions, and 10 CFR 52 Appendix D, Design Certification Rule for the 
AP1000.  Specifically, the exemption request meets the criteria of 10 CFR 50.12(a)(1) in 
that the request is authorized by law, presents no undue risk to public health and safety, 
and is consistent with the common defense and security.  Furthermore, approval of this 
request does not result in a significant decrease in the level of safety, satisfies the 
underlying purpose of the AP1000 Design Certification Rule, and does not present a 
significant decrease in safety as a result of a reduction in standardization.  

 

9.0 References 

None 
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UFSAR Subsection 8.3.2.4.2 “Raceway and Cable Routing” is revised, as shown below.  

*  *  *  

Cables of one separation group are run in separate raceway and physically separated from 
cables of other separation groups.  Group N raceways are separated from safety‐related 
groups A, B, C and D.  Separation between safety‐related groups, and between safety‐
related groups and nonsafety‐related cables, are routed Raceways from group N are routed in 
the same areas as the safety‐related groups according to spatial separation stipulated in 
Regulatory Guide 1.75 and IEEE 384 with the following exceptions listed below.: 

Note: If not explicitly specified below, "enclosed raceway" and "enclosed configuration" refer 
to conduit, enclosed trays or transition boxes designed and used for supporting or enclosing 
wires, cables or busbars.  "Open configuration" refers to free air cable and open cable trays.  
The exceptions are limited to low‐voltage power system applications and below 
(instrumentation and control). 

 Within the main control room and remote shutdown room (nonhazard areas), the 
minimum vertical separation for open top cable tray is 3 inches and the minimum 
horizontal separation is 1 inch. 

 Within general plant areas (limited hazard areas), the minimum vertical separation is 12 
inches, and the minimum horizontal separation is 6 inches for open top cable trays with 
low‐voltage power circuits for cable sizes <2/0 AWG. For configurations that involve 
exclusively limited energy content cables (instrumentation and control), these minimum 
distances are reduced to 3 inches and 1 inch respectively. 

 Within panels and control switchboards, the minimum horizontal separation between 
components or cables of different separation groups (both field‐routed and vendor‐
supplied internal wiring) is 1 inch, and the minimum vertical separation distance is 6 
inches.  

 For configurations involving an enclosed raceway and an open raceway, the minimum 
vertical separation is 1 inch if the enclosed raceway is below the open raceway. 

Non‐hazard Area Exceptions 

 The minimum vertical separation is 3 inches and the minimum horizontal separation 
is 1 inch between open to enclosed configurations for configurations involving low‐
voltage power cables. 

 The minimum vertical separation is 1 inch and the minimum horizontal separation is 1 inch 
between open configurations, and between open to closed configurations, for 
configurations that involve exclusively limited energy content cables (instrumentation and 
control). 

 For configurations involving low‐voltage power cables within an enclosed raceway 
and an open raceway, the minimum vertical separation is 1 inch if the enclosed 
raceway is below the open raceway. 

 Within panels and control switchboards, the minimum horizontal separation between 
components or cables of different separation groups (both field‐routed and vendor‐
supplied internal wiring) is 1 inch, and the minimum vertical separation distance is 
6 inches. 
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Limited Hazard Area Exceptions 

 The minimum vertical separation is 1 inch and the minimum horizontal separation 
is 1 inch with configurations that involve exclusively limited energy content cables 
(instrumentation and control).  

 The minimum vertical separation is 12 inches and the minimum horizontal 
separation is 6 inches with configurations that involve low‐voltage power cables for 
cable sizes less than and equal to 2/0 AWG. The minimum vertical separation may 
be reduced to 3 inches for the configuration with a conduit above and crossing an 
open tray at an angle equal to or greater than 45 degrees.  

 The minimum vertical separation is 12 inches and the minimum horizontal 
separation is 6 inches between a conduit and an open configuration for low‐voltage 
power cables greater than 2/0 AWG but not greater than 750 kcmil.  The vertical 
separation may be reduced to 3 inches if the conduit is above and crossing an open 
tray at an angle equal to or greater than 45 degrees.  

 The minimum vertical separation is 1 inch if the enclosed raceway is below the 
open raceway for low‐voltage power cables.  

 The minimum vertical separation is 1 inch and the minimum horizontal separation is 
1 inch for configurations with a non‐safety conduit and a free air safety cable with 
low‐voltage power cables and below. 

 Within panels and control switchboards, the minimum horizontal separation 
between components or cables of different separation groups (both field‐routed 
and vendor‐supplied internal wiring) is 1 inch, and the minimum vertical separation 
distance is 6 inches. 

Hazard Area Exceptions 

Within hazard areas, the minimum spatial separation between safety-related groups, and 
between safety-related groups and nonsafety-related cables is the same as the spatial 
separation applicable in limited hazard areas, unless otherwise specified by IEEE 384 for 
an external hazard.  

The exceptions to the guidance in Regulatory Guide 1.75 are based on test results used to 
support exceptions to the separation guidance for operating nuclear power plants.  A 
summary of test results from ten electrical separation test programs is documented in 
Reference 13.  These test programs support the AP1000 exceptions. 

*  *  *  
 

 

UFSAR Subsection 8.3.2.4.3 “Hazard Protection” is revised, as shown below.  

Where redundant safety‐related and nonsafety‐related raceway systems traverse each other, 
separation in accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.75 and IEEE 384 is maintained. See 
UFSAR Subsection 8.3.2.4.2 for separation requirements in hazard areas. 

*  *  *  
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COL Appendix C Table 3.3-6 and corresponding Plant-Specific Tier 1 Table 3.3-6, are 
revised as shown below. 
 

No. ITAAC No. Design Commitment Inspections, Tests, Analysis Acceptance Criteria 

799 3.3.00.07d.i 7.d) Physical separation is 
maintained between Class 1E 
divisions and between Class 1E 
divisions and non-Class 1E 
cables. 

 

Inspections of the as-built Class 
1E raceways will be performed to 
confirm that the separation 
between Class 1E raceways of 
different divisions and between 
Class 1E raceways and non-Class 
1E raceways is consistent with the 
following:  

i) Within the main control room 
and remote shutdown room (non- 
hazard areas), the minimum 
separation for low-voltage power 
cables and below is defined by 
one of the following: 
 
 

1) For configurations involving 
open  top raceways configurations 
to enclosed configurations with 
low-voltage power cables, the 
minimum vertical separation is 3 
inches and the minimum 
horizontal separation is 1 inch.  
 

2) For configurations involving an 
enclosed raceway and an open 
raceway with low-voltage power 
cables, the minimum horizontal 
and vertical separation is 1 inch if 
the enclosed raceway is below the 
open raceway.  
 
 

3) For configurations involving 
enclosed raceways the minimum 
separation is 1 inch in both 
horizontal and vertical directions.  
 

4) For configurations involving 
open configurations, and an 
enclosed raceway and an open 
raceway, with instrumentation and 
control cables, the minimum 
separation is 1 inch in both 
horizontal and vertical directions.  

 

Results of the inspection will 
confirm that the separation 
between Class 1E raceways 
of different divisions and 
between Class 1E raceways 
and non-Class 1E raceways is 
consistent with the following:
  

i) Within the main control 
room and remote shutdown 
room (non-hazard areas), the 
minimum separation for low- 
voltage power cables and 
below meets one of the 
following: 
 

1) For configurations 
involving open top raceways 
configurations to enclosed 
configurations with low- 
voltage power cables, the 
vertical separation is 3 inches 
or more and the horizontal 
separation is 1 inch or more.  

2) For configurations that 
involve an enclosed raceway 
and an open raceway with 
low-voltage power cables, the 
minimum horizontal and 
vertical separation may be 
reduced to 1 inch if the 
enclosed raceway is below 
the open raceway.  

3) For configurations that 
involve enclosed raceways, 
the minimum separation is 1 
inch in both horizontal and 
vertical directions.  

4) For configurations that 
involve open configurations, 
and an enclosed raceway and 
an open raceway, with 
instrumentation and control 
cables, the minimum 
separation is 1 inch in both 
horizontal and vertical 
directions.  
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No. ITAAC No. Design Commitment Inspections, Tests, Analysis Acceptance Criteria 

800 3.3.00.07d.ii.a 7.d) Physical separation is 
maintained between Class 1E 
divisions and between Class 1E 
divisions and non-Class 1E 
cables. 

Inspections of the as-built Class 
1E raceways will be performed to 
confirm that the separation 
between Class 1E raceways of 
different divisions and between 
Class 1E raceways and non-Class 
1E raceways is consistent with the 
following:  

ii.a) Within other plant areas 
(limited hazard areas), the 
minimum separation is defined by 
one of the following:  

1) The minimum vertical 
separation is 5 feet and the 
minimum horizontal separation is 
3 feet.  

2) The minimum vertical 
separation is 12 inches and the 
minimum horizontal separation is 
6 inches for raceways containing 
only instrumentation and control 
and low-voltage power cables 
<≤2/0 AWG. This minimum 
vertical separation is 3 inches for 
the configuration with a conduit 
above and crossing the open tray 
at an angle equal to or greater than 
45 degrees.  
 
 

3) The minimum vertical 
separation is 12 inches and the 
minimum horizontal separation is 
6 inches between a conduit and an 
open configuration for low- 
voltage power cables greater than 
2/0 AWG but not greater than 
750 kcmil.  The vertical 
separation is 3 inches if a conduit 
is above and crossing an open tray 
at an angle equal to or greater than 
45 degrees.  

 

Results of the inspection will 
confirm that the separation 
between Class 1E raceways 
of different divisions and 
between Class 1E raceways 
and non-Class 1E raceways is 
the following:  

 
ii.a) Within other plant areas 
inside containment (limited 
hazard areas), the separation 
meets one of the following:  

1) The vertical separation is 5 
feet or more and the 
horizontal separation is 3 feet 
or more.  

2) The minimum vertical 
separation is 12 inches and 
the minimum horizontal 
separation is 6 inches for 
raceways containing only 
instrumentation and control 
and low-voltage power cables 
<≤2/0 AWG. This minimum 
vertical separation may be 
reduced to 3 inches for the 
configuration with a conduit 
above and crossing the open 
tray at an angle equal to or 
greater than 45 degrees.  

3) The minimum vertical 
separation is 12 inches and 
the minimum horizontal 
separation is 6 inches 
between a conduit and an 
open configuration for low- 
voltage power cables greater 
than 2/0 AWG but not greater 
than 750 kcmil.  The vertical 
separation may be reduced to 
3 inches if a conduit is above 
and crossing an open tray at 
an angle equal to or greater 
than 45 degrees.  
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800 
(cont) 

  34) For configurations that 
involve exclusively limited energy 
content cables (instrumentation 
and control), the minimum 
vertical separation is 13 inches 
and the minimum horizontal 
separation is 1 inch.  
 

45) For configurations involving 
an enclosed raceway and an open 
raceway with low-voltage power 
cables, the minimum vertical 
separation is 1 inch if the enclosed 
raceway is below the open 
raceway.  
 

56) For configuration involving 
enclosed raceways, the minimum 
separation is 1 inch in both 
horizontal and vertical directions.  
 

7) The minimum vertical 
separation is 1 inch and the 
minimum horizontal separation is 
1 inch for configurations with a 
non-safety conduit and a free air 
safety cable with low-voltage 
power cables and below. 

 

34) For configurations that 
involve exclusively limited 
energy content cables 
(instrumentation and control), 
the minimum vertical 
separation is 13 inches and 
the minimum horizontal 
separation is 1 inch. 

45) For configurations that 
involve an enclosed raceway 
and an open raceway with 
low-voltage power cables, the 
minimum vertical separation 
is 1 inch if the enclosed 
raceway is below the open 
raceway.  

56) For configurations that 
involve enclosed raceways, 
the minimum vertical and 
horizontal separation is 1 
inch.  

7) The minimum vertical 
separation is 1 inch and the 
minimum horizontal 
separation is 1 inch for 
configurations with a non-
safety conduit and a free air 
safety cable with low-voltage 
power cables and below. 
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801 3.3.00.07d.ii.b 7.d) Physical separation is 
maintained between Class 1E 
divisions and between Class 1E 
divisions and non-Class 1E 
cables. 

Inspections of the as-built Class 
1E raceways will be performed to 
confirm that the separation 
between Class 1E raceways of 
different divisions and between 
Class 1E raceways and non-Class 
1E raceways is consistent with the 
following:  

ii.b) Within other plant areas 
(limited hazard areas), the 
minimum separation is defined by 
one of the following:  
 
 

1) The minimum vertical 
separation is 5 feet and the 
minimum horizontal separation is 
3 feet.  

2) The minimum vertical 
separation is 12 inches and the 
minimum horizontal separation is 
6 inches for raceways containing 
only instrumentation and control 
and low-voltage power cables 
<≤2/0 AWG. This minimum 
vertical separation is 3 inches for 
the configuration with a conduit 
above and crossing the open tray 
at an angle equal to or greater than 
45 degrees.  
 
 

3) The minimum vertical 
separation is 12 inches and the 
minimum horizontal separation is 
6 inches between a conduit and an 
open configuration for low- 
voltage power cables greater than 
2/0 AWG but not greater than 
750 kcmil.  The vertical 
separation is 3 inches if a conduit 
is above and crossing an open tray 
at an angle equal to or greater than 
45 degrees.  

 

Results of the inspection will 
confirm that the separation 
between Class 1E raceways 
of different divisions and 
between Class 1E raceways 
and non-Class 1E raceways is 
the following:  

 
ii.b) Within other plant areas 
inside the non-radiologically 
controlled area of the 
auxiliary building (limited 
hazard areas), the separation 
meets one of the following:  

1) The vertical separation is 5 
feet or more and the 
horizontal separation is 3 feet 
or more.  

2) The minimum vertical 
separation is 12 inches and 
the minimum horizontal 
separation is 6 inches for 
raceways containing only 
instrumentation and control 
and low-voltage power cables 
<≤2/0 AWG. This minimum 
vertical separation may be 
reduced to 3 inches for the 
configuration with a conduit 
above and crossing the open 
tray at an angle equal to or 
greater than 45 degrees.  

3) The minimum vertical 
separation is 12 inches and 
the minimum horizontal 
separation is 6 inches 
between a conduit and an 
open configuration for low- 
voltage power cables greater 
than 2/0 AWG but not greater 
than 750 kcmil.  The vertical 
separation may be reduced to 
3 inches if a conduit is above 
and crossing an open tray at 
an angle equal to or greater 
than 45 degrees.  
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801 
(cont) 

  34) For configurations that 
involve exclusively limited energy 
content cables (instrumentation 
and control), the minimum 
vertical separation is 13 inches 
and the minimum horizontal 
separation is 1 inch.  
 

45) For configurations involving 
an enclosed raceway and an open 
raceway with low-voltage power 
cables, the minimum vertical 
separation is 1 inch if the enclosed 
raceway is below the open 
raceway.  
 

56) For configuration involving 
enclosed raceways, the minimum 
separation is 1 inch in both 
horizontal and vertical directions.  
 

7) The minimum vertical 
separation is 1 inch and the 
minimum horizontal separation is 
1 inch for configurations with a 
non-safety conduit and a free air 
safety cable with low-voltage 
power cables and below. 

 

34) For configurations that 
involve exclusively limited 
energy content cables 
(instrumentation and control), 
the minimum vertical 
separation is 13 inches and 
the minimum horizontal 
separation is 1 inch. 

45) For configurations that 
involve an enclosed raceway 
and an open raceway with 
low-voltage power cables, the 
minimum vertical separation 
is 1 inch if the enclosed 
raceway is below the open 
raceway.  

56) For configurations that 
involve enclosed raceways, 
the minimum vertical and 
horizontal separation is 1 
inch.  

7) The minimum vertical 
separation is 1 inch and the 
minimum horizontal 
separation is 1 inch for 
configurations with a non-
safety conduit and a free air 
safety cable with low-voltage 
power cables and below. 
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802 3.3.00.07d.ii.c 7.d) Physical separation is 
maintained between Class 1E 
divisions and between Class 1E 
divisions and non-Class 1E 
cables. 

Inspections of the as-built Class 
1E raceways will be performed to 
confirm that the separation 
between Class 1E raceways of 
different divisions and between 
Class 1E raceways and non-Class 
1E raceways is consistent with the 
following:  

ii.c) Within other plant areas 
(limited hazard areas), the 
minimum separation is defined by 
one of the following:  
 
 

1) The minimum vertical 
separation is 5 feet and the 
minimum horizontal separation is 
3 feet.  

2) The minimum vertical 
separation is 12 inches and the 
minimum horizontal separation is 
6 inches for raceways containing 
only instrumentation and control 
and low-voltage power cables 
<≤2/0 AWG. This minimum 
vertical separation is 3 inches for 
the configuration with a conduit 
above and crossing the open tray 
at an angle equal to or greater than 
45 degrees.  
 
 

3) The minimum vertical 
separation is 12 inches and the 
minimum horizontal separation is 
6 inches between a conduit and an 
open configuration for low- 
voltage power cables greater than 
2/0 AWG but not greater than 
750 kcmil.  The vertical 
separation is 3 inches if a conduit 
is above and crossing an open tray 
at an angle equal to or greater than 
45 degrees.  

 

Results of the inspection will 
confirm that the separation 
between Class 1E raceways 
of different divisions and 
between Class 1E raceways 
and non-Class 1E raceways is 
the following:  

 
ii.b) Within other plant areas 
inside the radiologically 
controlled area of the 
auxiliary building (limited 
hazard areas), the separation 
meets one of the following:  

1) The vertical separation is 5 
feet or more and the 
horizontal separation is 3 feet 
or more.  

2) The minimum vertical 
separation is 12 inches and 
the minimum horizontal 
separation is 6 inches for 
raceways containing only 
instrumentation and control 
and low-voltage power cables 
<≤2/0 AWG. This minimum 
vertical separation may be 
reduced to 3 inches for the 
configuration with a conduit 
above and crossing the open 
tray at an angle equal to or 
greater than 45 degrees.  

3) The minimum vertical 
separation is 12 inches and 
the minimum horizontal 
separation is 6 inches 
between a conduit and an 
open configuration for low- 
voltage power cables greater 
than 2/0 AWG but not greater 
than 750 kcmil.  The vertical 
separation may be reduced to 
3 inches if a conduit is above 
and crossing an open tray at 
an angle equal to or greater 
than 45 degrees.  
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802 
(cont) 

  34) For configurations that 
involve exclusively limited energy 
content cables (instrumentation 
and control), the minimum 
vertical separation is 13 inches 
and the minimum horizontal 
separation is 1 inch.  
 

45) For configurations involving 
an enclosed raceway and an open 
raceway with low-voltage power 
cables, the minimum vertical 
separation is 1 inch if the enclosed 
raceway is below the open 
raceway.  
 

56) For configuration involving 
enclosed raceways, the minimum 
separation is 1 inch in both 
horizontal and vertical directions.  
 

7) The minimum vertical 
separation is 1 inch and the 
minimum horizontal separation is 
1 inch for configurations with a 
non-safety conduit and a free air 
safety cable with low-voltage 
power cables and below. 

 

34) For configurations that 
involve exclusively limited 
energy content cables 
(instrumentation and control), 
the minimum vertical 
separation is 13 inches and 
the minimum horizontal 
separation is 1 inch. 

45) For configurations that 
involve an enclosed raceway 
and an open raceway with 
low-voltage power cables, the 
minimum vertical separation 
is 1 inch if the enclosed 
raceway is below the open 
raceway.  

56) For configurations that 
involve enclosed raceways, 
the minimum vertical and 
horizontal separation is 1 
inch.  

7) The minimum vertical 
separation is 1 inch and the 
minimum horizontal 
separation is 1 inch for 
configurations with a non-
safety conduit and a free air 
safety cable with low-voltage 
power cables and below. 

 

 

 


